Introduction
Mercury is a global pollutant. Its lifetime in the atmosphere is about a year, therefore it can be transported over large distances. Regional modeling of atmospheric mercury requires input of mercury concentration fields at the lateral boundaries from global or hemispheric models. Due to the long lifetime of atmospheric mercury, the boundary conditions typically dominate the mercury concentrations within a limited area. However, regional models may give a better representation of mercury concentrations close to sources or sinks thanks to their higher spatial and temporal resolution.

In the EU FP7 project Global Mercury Observation System (GMOS), global and regional models are tested with respect to their different chemical mechanisms, the coupling of global to regional models and the impact of sources (emissions) and sinks (depositions) on the atmospheric mercury concentrations.

Here, we investigate the effect of different meteorological fields on transport and deposition of mercury in Europe.

Methods
Two mesoscale meteorological models, namely MM5 (Grell et al., 1995) and COSMO CLM (CCLM) (Schättler et al., 2008, Rockel et al., 2008) were used as input for the regional chemistry transport model CMAQ (Byun and Ching, 1999, Byun and Schere, 2006) in its version including mercury (CMAQ-Hg) (Bullock and Brehme, 2002). The models were run on a 54 km x 54 km grid with 90 x 81 grid cells covering entire Europe. Thirty vertical layers up to 100 hPa ensure a good vertical resolution of the meteorological fields, including the boundary layer. MM5 was driven with ERA40 reanalysis fields, CCLM was driven with NCEP2 reanalysis. In both models nudging techniques (four dimensional data assimilation (FDDA) in MM5 and spectral nudging in CCLM) were used to keep the model as close to the observed meteorological fields as possible.

CMAQ-Hg was used in version 4.6 with carbon bond 4 (CB4) chemical mechanism (Gery et al., 1989) and including aerosol chemistry. Important species like ozone, OH radicals and sulphur dioxide are calculated explicitly. Mercury chemistry considers gaseous elemental mercury (Hg0), oxidised mercury (HgII) and particle bound mercury (HgP). Chemical reactions include oxidation of mercury with ozone and OH.

Lateral boundary conditions were taken from ECHMERIT (Jung et al., 2009) global model runs. In total 40 species are transported from the boundaries into the model domain. Besides the mercury species Hg0, HgII and HgP, ozone, nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide and numerous organic compounds are prescribed at the boundaries.

Abstract. The atmospheric mercury concentration in Europe was simulated with the regional atmospheric chemistry transport model CMAQ-Hg. Two sets of meteorological fields, one from MM5 and one from COSMO-CLM (CCLM) were used to drive the model. The results differ significantly, in particular gaseous elemental mercury (Hg0) concentrations are much lower in the run with meteorological fields from MM5 compared to the run with CCLM meteorology. Looking at the mercury sinks within the model domain, it was found that dry deposition of Hg0 is the main sink in both model runs. Remarkably, dry deposition velocities are much higher when calculated with MM5 meteorological fields. Wet deposition of oxidized mercury is a factor of 5-6 lower than dry deposition of Hg0. In CMAQ with MM5 meteorology wet deposition is about a factor of two higher compared to the run with CCLM.
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Emissions were calculated with the SMOKE-EU model (Bieser et al., 2011). SMOKE-EU distributes annual totals from EMEP (for area sources) and EPER (for point sources) in time and space over the entire model domain. Annual totals for mercury were taken from Pacyna et al. (2010).

The model was run for 2 months, May and June 2000. The first month was not considered in the evaluation because a spinup time of one month is needed until the model results become independent of the initial conditions.

**Results and Discussion**

Hg0 concentrations in Europe were considerably different in both model runs. While the mean Hg0 levels in central Europe were between 1.5 and 1.7 ng/m³ in the CMAQ run with CCLM meteorological fields, the concentrations were considerably lower in the run with MM5 meteorological fields. Here, the mean Hg0 concentrations were only about 1.1 to 1.4 ng/m³ (see Figure 1). The largest part of the mercury load is transported via the boundaries into the model domain. This can clearly be seen at the western boundary where the high mercury load that is transported eastwards reaches much deeper into the domain in the CMAQ/CCLM run.

In the model, mercury may be converted into reactive gaseous mercury (here considered as oxidized mercury HgII) or particulate mercury. Both forms of reactive mercury have much lower concentrations in the atmosphere as Hg0 (more than a factor of 10). The only mercury sinks in the model are wet and dry deposition. According to the model results dry deposition is the most important mercury sink. In CMAQ/CCLM five times more mercury is lost by dry deposition than by wet deposition in the entire domain in June 2000. For CMAQ/MM5 the ratio of dry to wet deposition is about six.

Wet deposition is dominated by losses in HgII and HgP, both in the same order of magnitude. Figure 2 shows the simulated fields for HgII for both model configurations. The CMAQ/MM5 run shows higher wet deposition in central and eastern Europe and at the border of the Norwegian west coast.

The largest differences between the model runs can be seen in Hg0 dry deposition (Fig. 3). Dry deposition strongly depends on surface roughness. Therefore it is much higher over land than over water. The CMAQ/MM5 run shows considerable dry deposition of Hg0 also over water while it is very low in the CMAQ/CCLM run. The regional pattern of the dry deposition shows high values in central Europe and low values in Scandinavia, Turkey and Africa. CMAQ/MM5 has much higher dry deposition compared to CMAQ/CCLM also over land.

The magnitude of the difference between the dry deposition values for the model runs with different meteorological fields is surprisingly high. It is probably one important reason for the different Hg0 concentrations in the two simulations. Additional investigations of the deposition scheme in CMAQ and its dependence on the meteorological input variables are necessary to identify the reasons for these differences in the model results. This includes the additional consideration of WRF (Skamarock and Klemp, 2008) meteorological fields as input for CMAQ and comparisons to observations of both, Hg concentrations and Hg deposition.

---

Fig. 1. Monthly mean Hg0 concentration for Europe in June 2000 in ng/m³. Left: CMAQ-Hg 4.6 driven with CCLM meteorological fields. Right: same as left but with MM5 meteorological fields.
Fig. 2. Monthly total HgII wet deposition for Europe in June 2000 in kg/hectare. Left: CMAQ-Hg 4.6 driven with CCLM meteorological fields. Right: same as left but with MM5 meteorological fields.

Fig. 3. Monthly total Hg0 dry deposition for Europe in June 2000 in kg/hectare. Left: CMAQ-Hg 4.6 driven with CCLM meteorological fields. Right: same as left but with MM5 meteorological fields.

**Conclusion**

Meteorological fields used to drive the regional atmospheric chemistry model CMAQ appeared to have a big impact on the model results of mercury concentrations in Europe. Two CMAQ model runs with meteorological fields from either CCLM or MM5 were used to simulate mercury concentrations in one month, here June 2000. Differences of 0.4 to 0.5 ng/m³ in Hg0 concentrations close to ground were found although both model runs had the same boundary conditions for Hg0, HgII and HgP.

One important difference between the model runs was the mercury deposition. In particular dry deposition of Hg0 was much higher in the CMAQ/MM5 simulation compared to CMAQ/CCLM. The reasons for these unexpected results need to be looked at in detail. This includes a comparison of the model results to observations and the testing of the model with regard to the underlying algorithms including another set of meteorological fields from WRF.
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